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Greetings: 

 Eliot has completed another successful summer season and we look forward to completing the year with a 
wonderful Winter Eliot this December.  During the summer it was especially satisfying to participate in the successful 
Creative Arts Eliot.  It was filled to capacity and we negotiated with Seabeck staff to take advantage of every available 
meeting space and sleeping room, since we shared the campus with other groups.  Next year, by changing the schedule 
to make it a 5 night camp, we will be able to accommodate even more campers.  It is delightful to see a camp which 
includes a substantial percentage of campers new to Eliot, some traveling from great distances to attend, 
enthusiastically embrace Eliot traditions and the workshop format we had first pioneered many years ago with what was 
then known as Spring Eliot.  Please consider sharing the fun of Creative Arts Eliot 2015, which starts the day our 
traditional August Eliot ends. 

 Some people are confused about why Eliot Institute has a board and what it does.  The Eliot Board sets the policies 
and procedures and oversees the budget for the operation of Eliot Institute events, whether held at Seabeck or 
elsewhere.  Seabeck Conference Center is a facility from which Eliot Institute rents space and contracts for meals, 
meeting rooms and housing.  Eliot Institute is an independent non-profit 501(c)(3) corporation which is affiliated with the 
Pacific Northwest District of the Unitarian Universalist Association, but totally independent in its operations.  Some of the 
issues the board is currently dealing with are:  (1) What should be the criteria for awarding camp scholarships?  Should 
it make a difference if the person has previously received a scholarship, if the person has a UU affiliation, if the person 
holds a camp job?  (2) What should we plan for the future of Eliot camps?  Should we primarily seek to accommodate 
current campers, their friends and families?  Should we increase the number of camps at Seabeck or add new 
locations?  Should we consider adding week-end camps?  (3) What is the importance of our connection to our UU 
roots?  Should UU affiliation be considered as we select board members, camp staff, speakers, etc.?  (4) As we seek 
donations for our new Endowment Fund, what would be our best strategy?  What goals and fund management would 
most satisfy donors that they were creating a positive legacy for the future?  If you have thoughts about any of these 
issues, please share them with the board (www.eliotinstitute.org/board-staff).  You can even comment on the Eliot 
website – each “Eliot News” item on the homepage (www.eliotinstitute.org) contains a comment function.  We’d love to 
hear from you.  Eliot board members and committees are considering these issues right now and they will be addressed 

by the full board at January’s board retreat. 

Carolyn Hayek 
Eliot Institute President 

PRESIDENT’S LETTER 

Hello Campers!   

 The Eliot Institute remains in excellent financial shape.  As of August 31, 2014, our net operating profit equaled 
$9,001 (about $15,000 better than our budgeted year-end loss), and we expect that Winter Eliot 2014 will exceed our 
budgeted attendance target .  We still have money available for camper scholarships, and all ages are invited to apply 
for financial aid for next year's camps.  Thank you all for your continued support of the Eliot Institute's programs, 
including our Creative Arts Camp!   

 All-in-all, things are looking very healthy, financially.   

 Thank you all for your continued support of the Eliot Institute’s programs!  And please consider registering for our 
new Creative Arts Camp, which will be held in Seabeck next summer (August 8th  through August 13th).   

Best,  

Jerry Elliott 
Treasurer 

NOTE FROM OUR TREASURER 

Fall 2014 
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 We’ve had a productive year, developing new branding and our new web site launch which have been warmly 
received by our community. 

 Our goal for the upcoming year is to increase outreach to our UU community through expanding our Ambassadors 
program into congregations throughout the Pacific Northwest. 

 We welcome all inquiries from folks who’d like to spread the word about Eliot into their congregations and 
fellowships so please contact me. 

 I’d particularly appreciate support from someone who’s adept at creating PowerPoint presentations so 
please let me know if you’d like to lend a hand. 

Spencer Ehrman 
VP communications & Marketing 

 As summer turns to fall, and the weather turns wild and windy, it does my heart good to reflect back on a summer  
filled with celebration, friendship, exploration, relaxation and joy -- just like our mission statement states!   I had the 
special honor of sharing Eliot's newest camp, Creative Arts Eliot, with my extended family and many other spankin' new 
Elioteers.  After attending about a million "regular" Eliots, I can sometimes feel a bit jaded about established traditions 
and routines, so it was a truly moving experience to witness the Eliot Spirit blossom at this brand-new camp.  A whole 
new cohort of folks arrived at our beloved Seabeck to create art and to create community.  We had loads of little ones 
who piled on the "Bumblebee Bus," artists who shared their talents, and campers who brought their enthusiasm and 
spirits of adventure to establish new traditions.   Did I mention, s'mores at Firelight?  Yum!  Now, that's totally irresistible 
-- and never fear, there were gluten-free graham crackers, vegan marshmallows, and dairy-free chocolate available, if 
needed.   So, don't miss out -- sign up for Creative Arts Eliot 2015 and experience our shiny new camp!  You can read 
about the upcoming program in an article elsewhere in this newsletter. 

 Another highlight of this summer's camps was the addition of the golf cart, complete with friendly chauffeurs, to help 
everyone navigate their way around the conference grounds.  We'd been aware for awhile that some of our campers 
were having difficulty participating in activities that are spread across Seabeck's large campus, so the Eliot Board 
decided to rent a golf cart for the summer to see if that eased the burden.  And boy, did it!  Thanks to Marcia Waugh & 
Elizabeth Weber at July Eliot, Cristi Bishop at August Eliot, and Denise Garzon at Creative Arts Eliot, we figured out the 
best practices of cart conveyance.  Look for the cart to return at each and every upcoming Eliot at Seabeck. 

 As the days get shorter, I eagerly look forward to Winter Eliot.  We still have space available at this camp, and it is, 
hands down, the best way to ring in the New Year.  If you haven’t already signed up, consider making it your newest 
family holiday tradition.  Jack Gladstone, a renowned storyteller from the Blackfeet tribe, is presenting our program.  
Deans for this camp are Rick Pope and Judi McGavin, and Rev. Bill Graves will be serving as our chaplain.  The deans 
have pulled together a fabulous staff that is busily preparing to make our entry into 2015 the best New Year’s ever.  Get 
details at the website (www.eliotinstitute.org), or contact me for more information. 

 See you at camp, 

Bev Hesterberg 
Eliot Administrator 
EliotRegistrar@gmail.com 
206-395-8111 

COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING 

ADMINISTRATOR’S CORNER 
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 The highlight of August Eliot was the outstanding morning program presented by theme speaker Stefan Jonasson.  
He wove together a multi-media program around the poem My Symphony by William Henry Channing (1810-1884), a 
transcendentalist Unitarian minister who was the nephew of the better-known William Ellery Channing.  Here’s the poem 
we pondered each day: 

 To live content with small means; to seek elegance rather than luxury, and refinement rather than fashion; to be 
worthy, not respectable, and wealthy, not, rich; to listen to stars and birds, babes and sages, with open heart; to study 
hard; to think quietly, act frankly, talk gently, await occasions, hurry never; in a word, to let the spiritual, unbidden and 
unconscious, grow up through the common--this is my symphony. 

 We had our traditional Tuesday ice cream day, but this year it was in memory of Ray Nelson.  His granddaughters 
and their families served up the treats. 

 Special recognition goes to deans Don Gayton and Beth McLin who did an especially good job of recruiting both 
experienced staff members and less experienced leaders who were ready to take on new responsibilities. They also did 
a thorough and entertaining job of introducing the camp rules the first night through multiple choice quizzes. 

 
Carolyn Hayek 
August 2014 Board Rep 

AUGUST REPORT 

 Our very first Creative Arts Eliot was a resounding success!  The campers were a mixture of experienced Elioteers 
from July, August and Winter as well as a large contingent of newcomers. What a great opportunity to make new 
friends! 

 The workshop format was awesome as we enjoyed mosaic-making with Liz Calvin, painting with Sue Jensen, 
photography with Martin Waugh, writer’s colony with Lena Mejia and service to Seabeck with Tim Hesterberg.  The 
artwork shared at the Extravaganza was truly impressive: what a celebration of creativity! 

 I enjoyed the quieter, more relaxed feel of fewer people on campus, even though we shared the Seabeck campus 
with several other small groups.  We had some traditional activities such as watermelon polo, choir, social hour and 
worship.  Some new fun included Canadian rules charades, lots of singing and fireside s’mores!  The pace was slower 
and the experience was rich and fulfilling. 

 I am looking forward to Creative Arts Eliot 2015! 
 
Liz Goodger 
CAE 2014Board Representative 

CREATIVE ARTS ELIOT 

 Living the theme of Aloha for a week gave us all a taste of the warm and welcoming Islands of the Pacific. 

 We studied dreams, sang songs at Fire Light, had Adventures, swam and played, performed and entertained in 
Choir and Coffee House, made Rock ‘n Roll and Contra Band music, tie-dyed to our heart’s content, created soul 
collages, made new friends and grew closer to family and old friends. 

 We shared ice cream to honor Grandpa Ray. The weather was most cooperative as it always is at Seabeck. 

 Thanks to our Intentional Community for creating a fabulous July camp. 

 
Spencer Ehrman 
July 2014 Board Representative 

JULY REPORT 
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Sees a little, knows a little, tells a little, ....  

 …As usual our most recent high school graduates are doing exciting things and preparing to make the 
world a better place.  Heading to college or university are:  Grace Jones (Washington State), McKenna Niemer 
(US Naval Academy), Tara Fussell (Cal Poly), Althea Dillon (Occidental), Lila Kaye and Elise Engelmann 
(University of Oregon), Michael Elliott (Oregon State), James Waugh (University of Chicago), Amy Sandberg 
(University of British Columbia), Lewis Brancati (University of Washington), Gabe Senn (The Evergreen State 
College), Natasha Guerra and Chantal Gagnon (University of Victoria), Ben Bradt (Southern Alberta Institute of 
Technology), Aleia Gayton (Vancouver Island University) and Quinn Huelsbeck (Santa Clara University). The Ea-
gle wishes all of these fine young adults the very best as they soar ever higher.  If you have any information 
about what other adventures our Eliot young adults are embarking on, please let the Eagle know and she'll publish 
it in the spring newsletter. 
 ...Quinn McCray is attending Clark Community College and living at home this year in order to save a bit of 
money. She plans to transfer next year, so is spending this fall filling out applications and visiting her top choices 
(Mills College, The Evergreen State College and Western Washington (where she has several Eliot friends)). 
 
 ...Jon McNamara worked this summer at a high tech machine shop that serves the aerospace and elec-
tronics industry. He started as an intern and they have now taken him on full time. He plans to start classes at 
Portland Community College winter term 
 
 ...Skyler Kersten reports in that he studied abroad in London last fall.  The Eagle wonders just how hard 
he studied, though, because he also traveled to Scotland, Ireland, Italy, Denmark, Sweden, the Czech Republic, 
Germany, and the Netherlands while he was in Europe. He had an amazing experience and wants to thank his par-
ents (Marianne and Ken Kersten) for the opportunity. 
 
 ...The Eagle's very own eaglet is now fully out of the nest.  Nathan Hesterberg, who graduated from 
Bates College in May with a double major in math and economics, has landed a job JOB (just outside Boston).  The 
Eagle wishes his new nest were closer to her nest, but is proud of his strong wings. 
 
 ... Daniel Stratton married Sarah Elkinton on October 12,2014 in McLean Virginia at the Langley Hill 
Friends Meetinghouse. 
 
 …Nedine and Gordon Campbell are now proud new grandparents!  Bennett Campbell Maloney was born on 
September 16.  His parents are Chandra Campbell and Ezekiel Maloney. 
 
 ...The Eagle's heart goes out to Josh Kadish & Lisa Maas and Nathan, Seth, and Jonathan Kadish on 
the September 5th death of their father and grandfather, Sandy Kadish.  You can read more about this amazing 
man in his obituary  on the UC Berkeley Law School website: http://www.law.berkeley.edu/17696.htm 

 …The Eagle always writes this column with a tiny cloud of anxiety resting over her head.  Whose news has she 
missed?  She knows she’s forgotten a juicy bit of gossip that she tucked away in her brain, but forgot to write 
down.  She hates leaving anyone out and apologizes in advance for any omissions. 

 Enlighten the Eagle: send your bit of high-flyin’ news to eagle@eliotinstitute.org for publication in our next 
newsletter. 

ELIOT’S EAGLE EYE 
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“Blackfeet Animal Persons: alter-Native Perspectives of Nature” with Jack Gladstone. 
 
From an illuminating panorama of personification, Jack guides his audience through the 
traditional Blackfeet perspective of kinship and connection with all creation. 
 
Jack Gladstone is a lyric story-smith from the Blackfeet Nation of Montana. Regarded as 
a cultural bridge builder, Jack showcases American Indian experience through a rich 
mosaic of music, lyric poetry, and spoken narrative.  

Jack Gladstone 

Your Board thanks the 196 adults who completed their camp evaluations this summer.  

Most responders had been to camps many times and were over age 35, lots over age 60.  

77 percent rated their overall camp experience as excellent, another 21 percent as good.  

Similarly, 76 percent think we are doing an excellent job is fulfilling our mission, which is to create and support an inclu-
sive community of celebration, friendship, exploration, relaxation and joy for UU’s, their families and friends.  

The top four reasons in order that people come to camp are to visit family and friends, have a strong program for chil-
dren though young adults, listen to an adult theme speaker and be in a beautiful outdoor setting.  

With the 2014 upgrade of our Eliot Institute website, twice as many campers (40 percent) now rate the site as excellent, 
and another 30 percent as good.  

Only 20 percent found the evening worship services excellent, the lowest rating for our various programs,  and 40 pre-
cent skipped them altogether, so your Board is reviewing how to bolster them.  

Less than half had contact with our Chaplain, the lowest percentage of all staff positions, so the Board is reviewing how 
to better utilize this position, perhaps adding more of a role in worship services.  

28 campers suggested potential adult theme speakers.  

While only 18 percent found the food excellent, another 60 percent found it good; we are passing along this information, 
plus your 97 comments on the dining experience (and others on the lodging), to Seabeck Conference Center.  

When asked how important it should be for Eliot to expand the number of people who attend, adding more camps — if 
we can do so while still retaining core values and traditions — 38 percent thought this of high or highest importance, 
though 47 thought this only of moderate importance.  

The Board thanks the 86 campers wrote general feedback comments on the camp, with many good insights; printed out 
these comments alone amount to 21 pages of text, so your Board is now trying to digest your thoughts and figure out 
how to manage the wealth of data coming in from this new online format — a good kind of problem! 

 
Gordon Campbell 

2014 SURVEY RESULTS 

WINTER ELIOT - DECEMBER 28, 2014 TO JANUARY 1, 2015 
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We had such a great time at Creative Arts Eliot (CAE) ’14 that we decided to be 
deans in 2015! 

Morning Workshops for campers age 12 and up will include: 

 Mosaics: led by the prolific BC artist, Liz Calvin.  We will work on a large 
mosaic commissioned by Seabeck! 

 Writing Your Personal Story: led by American author, lecturer, and 
historian, Shannon Applegate.   

 Photography: led by professional photographer, Martin Waugh and back by 
popular demand. 

 Worship Arts: led by Reverend Kate Landis, Minister of Shoreline UU 
Church. 

 Service to Seabeck: led by our beloved Randi Niemer.  We will create a 
nature trail! 

 Vocal Technique and Community Singing: led by UU musician and vocal 
music teacher, Allison Wilski  

There will be morning programming for children, multi-generational activities in 
the afternoons and evenings, and lots of music.  We look forward to seeing you 
there! 

 
CAE’15 Deans 
Liz Goodger and Terri Schmiesing 

CREATIVE ARTS ELIOT ‘15  AUGUST 8 – 13 

Please Visit www.eliotinstitute.org  

Or E-mail: EliotRegistrar@gmail.com 
For Further Information and  

Registration Forms,  
 

Or Contact:  
Eliot Institute Registrar     

Eliot Institute 
2628 31st Avenue W 
Seattle, WA 98199 

 
Phone: 206-395-8111 
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